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MTZ VOLUNTEER BASEBALL/SOFTBALL COACHING BEST PRACTICES 
 
1. Make a Practice Plan. 
Plan ahead for each minute of practice and stick to your schedule. To plan, detail the following: 
  

• Start and stop time for each part of practice. (Include warm-up & clean-up) 

• How you want to divide up players for drills. 

• Expected number of repetitions each player will get for each drill. 

• Be sure to cover all skills & drills needed. 
 

 
Not having a plan with youth baseball or softball, practice will quickly devolve into either chaos. Having a set schedule in your hands 
will help you keep your practice moving, but also provides a time constraint for each drill or station.  
 

Adjust your practice schedule week-to-week, especially as you learn how long it will take to get through all your players on the drills. 
Don’t try to cover all skills & drills in a one-hour practice. Schedule any missed drills for the beginning of next practice.  
 

While having a plan is highly recommended, do not be afraid to deviate from the plan if you see a “teaching moment” opportunity or 
a skill or drill that the entire team is struggling with and need more detailed instruction or increased repetitions. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Keep Players Moving. 
• Limit the amount of time players spend transitioning between drills. PRO TIP – use a whistle to indicate a switch and time the 

transitions. Create a consequence for not being at the next station promptly. (Extra lap at end of practice).  

• Design drills to that all players are engaged. If they’re waiting in line to hit against the fence or take a pop-fly – engage those 
waiting by asking them to call-out the direction the player at turn should go (i.e. all call out together “BACK”, “RIGHT”, etc.) 

• Keep groups small to avoid lots of downtime between turns. 
 

3. Work on Character Development – Not Just Skill Development. 
A successful youth league is one that focuses 75% on Character Development and 25% on Skill Development. For most, the skills  will 
come. For some, it takes a little longer to develop a strong character grounded by integrity. Here are some examples of ways you can 
coach your players on Character Development: 
 

• RESPECT: Teach your players to always show respect for Teammates, Coaches, and themselves. Begin the season by setting the 

expectations and standards regarding acceptable language while at practice and games. Language between all should be supportive 
and encouraging always. No cursing, ever. Also teach them respect for property, how to take care of surroundings & their equipment. 

• CONFLICT RESOLUTION: Not all players will get along. Teach them how to work through differences appropriately and respectfully. 

• WORK ETHIC: Anything worth doing is worth doing well. Teach them that working hard, putting in the hours and effort, is what 

brings about success. Showing up is not enough. Always put in the work needed to improve. 

• PERSERVERANCE: Teach them not to give up when they get discouraged. Baseball & Softball is a game of ups and downs. Every 

player experiences a “slump”. It’s the ones that don’t give up, that come out of the slump better than before. 

• SPORTSMANSHIP: It’s easy to win. It’s tough to lose. The best type of ball player is one that learns how to do both of those 

gracefully. Teach them how to win with pride, but humility. Teach them how to lose with dignity and purpose. Wins and Losses can 
BOTH be used to learn and improve, never let them forget that. 

 

  

HERE IS A SAMPLE PRACTICE PLAN (for a 1-hour practice from 6-7pm): 
 

5:50-6:00pm Players should be asked to arrive early to begin partner catch. 

6:00-6:05pm Team warm-up & Stretching 

6:05-6:20pm GROUP 1: Hitting into fence. GROUP 2: Catch short pop-ups 

6:20-6:40pm GROUP 1: Infield Drills  GROUP 2: Outfield drills 

6:40-6:55pm GROUP 1: Plate→1st Base Running GROUP 2: 2nd Base→3rd Base Running 

6:55-7:00pm Round-up & Clean-up 
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4. Focus on Movements, Not Mechanics. 
At the youth age, try not to get too caught up on trying to correct what you perceive to be “poor” mechanics by a player. The refining 
of mechanics will come. In youth ball, most often, the goal is to get them THINKING through the game and to get them MOVING. Here 
are great areas to focus on for improvement: 
 

• Staying IN the batter’s box the entire pitch. 

• Keeping eyes open and focused on finding the ball. 

• SWINGING the bat! 

• Running to FIRST BASE! (Believe it or not, it takes time for them to get the hang of this!) 

• Moving to the ball when fielding. 

• Turning the glove the right direction when catching and fielding. 

• Following through on their throw. 
 

5. Don’t Pigeonhole Your Players. 
Youth League is the time for players to develop a deeper understanding of the game and to experience the game from all angles. You 
may have a player that is quite talented at second base and executes defensive plays every time. This can tempt a coach who focuses 
on winning to continue to put that player there each game. AVOID THIS. Youth league is the time for players to experience all positions. 
If you do this, it will hurt the player more. For example, when that player tries out for the high school team and is unable to play 
various positions, they are limited their appeal to that coach. Especially if there are upper classmen already slated for certain positions. 
We want to develop strong utility players coming out of the youth league. 
 

Similarly, do not get caught in the trap of putting your “worst” players in the outfield. At the youth level, there isn’t always a lot of 
action out there. This is where coaches make the mistake of only putting the less skillful players out there. Switch it up often. Make 
the outfield practice time challenging. This will prevent you from developing a set of kids who “hate playing outfield”, as well. 
 

6. Keep It Positive. 
Keeping it positive doesn’t mean accepting a lack of focus — it means recalibrating your practice in a positive and productive manner. 
Call the team in and regroup. Better yet, change the drill! And remember: if you’re using a good practice plan, those kids wi ll always 
have something to do and won’t have time to get bored or distracted. 
 

Never criticize performance. Instead, set the expectation for a high level of effort. Offer criticism for a bad attitude or lack of effort, 
but not for a poor skill/drill performance. Errors and mistakes are okay but being lazy and disruptive is not.  
 

7. Safety is the Top Priority. 
• Promote Safe Sliding. Learning to slide properly is a key skill learned at the youth level. Bad habits can begin here and be 

hard to break. Here are some good tips to pass along: 
✓ Top leg straight out and bottom leg bent under the top leg, should create a “figure-4” shape. 
✓ Straight leg should be bent slightly at the knee and heel should be raised off ground to prevent cleats catching. 
✓ Keep head forward with chin tucked close to the chest. 
✓ Arms should be bent at the elbows and hands up in the air to avoid hand injury. 
✓ Discourage headfirst slides at the youth league farm level. 

• Never Leave Players Unattended. Not only can they get in to trouble…they can get hurt, if left unattended. Stay with them 
after practice until their ride has arrived. Keep them gathered until all rides have arrived. From the time they are dropped off 
until they are picked up, the safety and well-being of those players is your responsibility. 

• Limit the Total Number of Throws. In practice, try not to overwork infielders and outfielders. Try not to allow warm-up 
partner catch to go too long or throwing too hard. Believe it or not, lots of throwing can add up and make a sore arm. 

• Limit the Total Number of Pitches. This is primarily for the baseball leagues that begin with kid-pitch activities. Some youth league 
coaches do not consider this and then the “Little League elbow” or sore arm appears. Be sure to visit the League Rules on the 
website for recommended pitch counts for each age level. 

• Protect your OWN arm, too. DO NOT BE AFRAID TO THROW UNDERHAND BP!!! Doing so will allow you to feed players 
consistent hittable strikes that have a relatively similar trajectory to actual pitches. Move the protective screen to about 
halfway between the mound and the plate, and feed firm, straight pitches to the hitting zone. You’ll save your arm and your 
hitters will receive fewer bad pitches. 

 

9. HAVE FUN! 
Youth Baseball & Softball Leagues will offer some of the most cherished memories for players from childhoods. Make it a good time 
and always be supportive. Allow time for bonding activities &for them to show their silly sides. Enjoy the ride! 


